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Lab Is Where The Heart Is?
Trials and Tribulations
of Lab Culture

F

or many grad students, postdocs, and PIs, the lab in
from home,” replete with similar territorial issues,

as there are many different types of families, there are many

ordered systems of sharing supplies and equipment, or

By Emma Hitt

SETTING THE TONE
When setting the tone for a lab, a common approach used by principal investigators (PIs) is to clearly state the expectations to lab
joining my group I am very up front with what my expectations are,”
says PI Paul Doetsch, professor and distinguished chair in cancer
research, at Emory University School of Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia, adding that one major expectation he has for his lab members

DISHING IT OUT AND
TAKING IT

PAUL DOETSCH

should run,” says PI Michael Hengartner, dean of the faculty of sci“ I do not necessarily
proselytize, but I do bring it up regularly, particularly when one of my

”

-

develop—
”
Alan Fersht, a PI at the Medical Research Council Laboratory
believes in short but frequent contacts rather than lengthier more
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”
The amount of time a PI spends in the lab is also important for
Heather Maughan,
a postdoctoral fellow who is now in a laboratory at the University

Doetsch says that he tries to maintain a lab culture that provides technicians, students, postdocs, and research faculty a

time in the lab, lab members tend to be sloppier and not perform all
of their duties, such as lab cleanup and sharing of reagents,” she

continued>

”
According to Maughan, when PIs run tighter ships, there is oftenbut may be

-

UPCOMING FEATURES
Postdocs: Seeking Funding Resources—March 9
Cancer Research: Vaccine Drug Development—March 23
Bioclusters: Eastern United States—April 6
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WAYS PIs CAN SET THE TONE IN THEIR LAB

1. As Gandhi said, “Be the change you want to see in
the world”
While some students and postdocs will be highly motivated
So, if you want the members of your lab to spend extensive
time in lab, you should put in as much time as possible there

Thomas Kean, who has worked in British
labs, says that the main difference is that
there is more money in the United States,
which makes research much easier.

for the lab
As with any business, a lab should have a mission statement

position includes heavy administrative duties that preclude me
”
my lab several times a day to chat with my group and hold indidate of their progress and provide them with direct, constructive
one to discuss their results and other issues affecting their project
with their lab colleagues and to not hesitate to disagree with me
”
According to Doetsch, the research in his lab is discussed in the

overarching research goal], and in the process promote the

3. Develop a consistent schedule for interacting with
lab members
While PIs tend to be extremely busy, a 30-minute to 1-hour

with common interests from other local institutions to get another

Doug Dluzen, currently a graduate student in the Department of
large lab where there are outlets to discuss research problems, and
strategies, and “generally there is someone who has stumbled upon
a problem before—being able to discuss my issues can be very helpful when troubleshooting an assay or transfection in the early stages
”
Dluzen says that he has heard of other more competitive labs—in
the same lab—

by providing a hard deadline for them to get their thoughts and
4. Promote collaboration and critique among lab
members

5. Establish a clear system for ordering supplies and
using equipment
Systems for ordering and equipment use will cut down on con-

—having to hide your results and trou-

-

scientists together and harbors a larger degree of communication

the person who does the ordering is competent, organized,
and approachable and can communicate directly with you

PLAYING WELL TOGETHER

all major equipment and lab members should be encouraged

Members of any lab are faced with having to share equipment and
supplies, and in most labs, signup sheets for equipment and a comand rotating trays are shared routinely by multiple labs, not just the
that his lab is fairly big and as a result, there is a lab manager who
In her lab, says Amy Dear, most recently a postdoc in the Deonline folder and database with a list we update for needed reagents,
everyone is responsible for ordering any reagents that continued>
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within my group and amongst local colleagues with similar research
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are needed and for the rest of

the solution instead, and this has

cause people often forgot to
order supplies when they had
used them up,” she
also recalled being next to a lab
with which they shared equipment and supplies and that

GLOBAL DIFFERENCES

us devise new ways to
strategize, reuse, recycle,

enced by their geographic locaare generally different in two major ways to labs elsewhere in the
to have more plentiful resources
and supplies compared with labs

them sign off on anything they
may result from differences in
equipment dirty, and it was annoying because we had to develop
”
Maughan points out that it is very much up to the PI to set down
some ground rules about ordering supplies and fair use of equiping to an agreement so that everyone is happy, but sometimes a lab

Doetsch explains that as a PI, he addresses the ordering problem

for example, the PIs tend to maintain relationships more actively
with overseas labs and develop collaborative projects, according to

lab in the United States orders disposable supplies,” she explains,

gartner, whose lab is in Zurich, Switzerland, notes that Swiss labs
-

”
that equipment use is self-policed and any issues are discussed
“This is the forum where

focus on a logistical or behavioral problem and its solution although
no individual is ever publicly criticized for their actions; we focus on

Benaroya Research Institute
www.benaroyaresearch.org

”
Shobhana Natarajan,
of Texas, Southwestern Medical Center, in Dallas notes that in general, resources are more limited in India compared with the United
“
“
negative side, we end up spending more time waiting for resources
”
Thomas Kean,
-

Emory University School of Medicine
www.med.emory.edu
Medical Research Council Laboratory
of Molecular Biology
www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk
Penn State University
www.psu.edu
University of Colorado at Boulder
www.colorado.edu

-

counterparts, and we put far less pressure on our juniors than they
Regardless of location, funds, resources, personality, and all the

University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center
www.utsouthwestern.edu
University of Toronto
www.utoronto.ca
University of Zurich
www.uzh.ch

Emma Hitt is a freelance medical and science writer residing in
Marietta, Georgia.
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FEATURED PARTICIPANTS

gether in my lab: ‘

